3rd annual $take Race
Thursday Oct 27th
all BOC foals born between 2008 - 2010 eligible
$1,000 added

2011 Barrels of Cash foals eligible to run in the
2016 Futurity. $9,000.00 Purse

1st ANNUAL
BARRELS OF CASH Open Jackpot
October 28th | 12pm
Capped at 100 entries | $1000 added MBRA sanctioned

For more information contact:
Gail Bridgeman: 204-826-2060 or Debbie Fenty: 204-567-3561
1. TERMS OF THE SALE ARE CASH. All buyers paying by check must have 2 pieces of identification. Bank draft, money orders or cash preferred from out of province buyers.

2. The highest bidder is to be the buyer. If any dispute arises between or among 2 or more bidders, the auctioneer reserves the right to settle the dispute as he see fit, and his decision is final. THE AUCTIONEER RESERVES THE RIGHT TO REJECT ANY OR ALL BIDS.

3. Immediately after the HORSE IS SOLD, IT WILL BE THE SOLE RISK AND RESPONSIBILITY OF THE BUYER THEREOF—BUT POSSESSION OF THE HORSE CAN NOT BE OBTAINED UNTIL PAYMENT IN FULL HAS BEEN MADE.

4. Title of and risk of LOSS passes to the BUYER when the animal is announced “SOLD” by the auctioneer. Effective from the time of purchase, the buyer assumes responsibility of the maintenance and care of the animal and agrees to care for such animal in accordance with approved husbandry practices and the stabiling policies of the NAERIC Barrels of Cash Horse Sale. The buyer further agrees to indemnify and hold the NAERIC Barrels of Cash Horse Sale harmless from all loss, cost and expenses arising from illness, injury or death of persons caused by the buyer, the buyers agent or employees, or by the animal subsequent to the time of purchase.

5. Buyer is responsible for all transfer fees.

6. Purchasers who fail in any respect whatsoever to pay for horses shall be declared in default. Any horse purchased by a defaulter may be resold at public or private sale without notice for purchasers account, cost of such resale to be Bourne by defaulter. Should such resale fail to satisfy the defaulters account in full, defaulter shall pay forthwith to the NAERIC Barrels of Cash Horse Sale the amount owing; failing which, the undersigned may bring suit against defaulter. The purchaser shall be responsible for all costs including attorney fees, incurred by the NAERIC Barrels of Cash Horse Sale, in collection of amounts owing for the horses purchased, or in enforcement or interpretation of this condition of sale.

7. If any person shall purchase a lot and not pay for it as prescribed above, nothing shall prevent the auctioneer or the owner from compelling the purchaser to pay for it if the auctioneer or seller shall so deem fit.

8. The auctioneer may decline any bid made by parties who have defaulted in former purchase, or by persons who, in his/her judgment are not responsible bidders.

9. If buyer pays by check, the NAERIC Barrels of Cash Horse Sale will mail all registration papers directly to the buyer after the check has cleared.

10. Horses have not been Coggins tested unless stated otherwise in the catalogue. Costs associated with exporting horses will be bourne by the buyer.

11. The accuracy of all information on the catalogue papers is the total responsibility of the consignor. Consignors shall have the affirmative duty to examine the catalogue papers on which horses consigned to him appear, prior to the sale and report any inaccuracies to the auctioneer so that appropriate announcements can be made at the time of the sale. Comments on sale day will hold preferences over any comments made in the catalogue.

12. The sales management, auctioneers, and employees act as agent for the seller, but assume no liability for either buyer or seller. Any representations made by the sales management are made on behalf of the seller.

13. All persons who attend the sale do so at their own risk and sale management assumes no liability for any accident, or for loss by fire, theft or injury in any manner, Buyers and spectators are cautioned to be careful while on the grounds and particularly while horses are being shown or sold in the sales ring and while buyers are examining horses before and during the sale.
TERMS AND CONDITIONS

14. All known defects made known to the sale management will be announced before each horse is started. Auctioneers, NAERIC Barrels of Cash and their employees take no responsibility for the soundness, merchantability or fitness for any purpose of any horse being offered in this sale.

15. There is no guarantee of any horse sold in this sale, except when the owner makes a specific guarantee. In such case RIGHT OF RECOURSE must be directed to the seller.

16. Buyers must report to THE WHEAT CITY STAMPEDE office immediately after payment for the horse has been made to make stabling arrangements for the rest of the weekend if the foal is not being removed directly after the sale.

17. All horses must be sold through the NAERIC Barrels of Cash Sale to be eligible for the NAERIC Barrels of Cash Futurity in the 5th year from this sale.

19. All horses will be micro chipped and recorded.

RELY SOLELY ON YOUR EXAMINATION OF HORSES PRIOR TO PURCHASING

2016 BARRELS OF CASH
K&J BRIDGEMAN
KEVIN & JULIE BRIDGEMAN
BOX 356, BINSCHARTH, MB
PH: 204.847.2112
kjbridgeman@inetlink.ca | www.kjbridgeman.com

D5 PERFORMANCE HORSES
DEAN & DEB FENTY & FAMILY
BOX 21, MINIOTA, MB R0M 1M0
PH: 204.567.3561
debfenty@mts.net www.d5qhorses.com

DAC FARMS
DUNCAN CAMPBELL & CATHY GERRAND
BOX 1229, VIRDEN, MB R0M 2C0
PH: 204.748.2240
campbell@dacfarms.net | www.dacfarms.net

KELLY & RUBY STUART
KELLY & RUBY STUART
BOX 37, ERIKSDALE, MB R0C 0W0
PH: 204.739.2119
mgstuart@mts.net | www.krstuart.com

BRIDGEMAN LAND & LIVESTOCK LTD.
KIRK & GAIL BRIDGEMAN
TYLER & KRISTY GILCHRIST
BOX 148, RAPID CITY, MB R0K 1W0
PH: 204.826.2060
krb@goinet.ca | www.bridgemanhorses.com

LOT #: 1, 6, 11, 16
LOT #: 2, 7, 12, 17,
LOT #: 3, 8, 13,
LOT #: 4, 9, 14, 19,
LOT #: 5, 10, 15, 20
LOT #: 21, 26
LOT #: 22, 27
LOT #: 18, 23, 28
LOT #: 24, 29
LOT #: 25, 30, 31
Thank You
BIG BEAR
CUSTOM CRESTING
FOR THE EMBROIDERY WORK
The Divisions will be based on:

Payout

1D 80% of the $9,000.00 purse = $7,200.00
1st place 50%- $3,600.00
2nd place 30%- $2,160.00
3rd place 20% - $1,440.00

2D 20% of the $9,000.00 purse = $1,800.00
1st place 50%-$900.00
2nd place 30%-$540.00
3rd place 20% -$360.00

Only foals in their 5 year old year sold through the NAERIC Barrels of Cash sale are eligible to compete. To be eligible for the 5 year old Futurity the horse must NEVER have competed in ANY barrel race, including AQHA shows, play days, novice horse events, derbies, rodeos etc. prior to December 01 of the previous year.

Riders may be of all ages and gender. —Rider substitution will be accepted until race time—change of rider must be made known to the office prior to race time.

Inhumane treatment will not be tolerated and will result in disqualification.

Entries must be made in the horses registered name. Photo copies of both the front and back of the registration papers and copies of the NAERIC certificate must accompany entry.

All horses will be scanned for their microchip number. If the microchip number cannot be found, horses will be inspected to make sure that they match their registration identification papers. If they do not match they will be disqualified.

Order of go will be drawn for. Accommodations will be made for those who are riding multiple horses.

Contestant will be issued a rerun at the end of the race if the timer malfunctions and if a barrel is knocked in the first run the same penalty will be applied to the 2nd run.

A tipped barrel will be assessed a 5 second penalty.

A broken pattern will result in a no time.

Entries must be made in the horses registered name. Photo copies of both the front and back of the registration papers and copies of the NAERIC certificate must accompany entry.

All horses will be scanned for their microchip number. If the microchip number cannot be found, horses will be inspected to make sure that they match their registration identification papers. If they do not match they will be disqualified.

Entries must be made in the horses registered name. Photo copies of both the front and back of the registration papers and copies of the NAERIC certificate must accompany entry.

Inhumane treatment will not be tolerated and will result in disqualification.

Entries must be made in the horses registered name. Photo copies of both the front and back of the registration papers and copies of the NAERIC certificate must accompany entry.

All horses will be scanned for their microchip number. If the microchip number cannot be found, horses will be inspected to make sure that they match their registration identification papers. If they do not match they will be disqualified.

Entries must be made in the horses registered name. Photo copies of both the front and back of the registration papers and copies of the NAERIC certificate must accompany entry.

Inhumane treatment will not be tolerated and will result in disqualification.

Entries must be made in the horses registered name. Photo copies of both the front and back of the registration papers and copies of the NAERIC certificate must accompany entry.

All horses will be scanned for their microchip number. If the microchip number cannot be found, horses will be inspected to make sure that they match their registration identification papers. If they do not match they will be disqualified.

Entries must be made in the horses registered name. Photo copies of both the front and back of the registration papers and copies of the NAERIC certificate must accompany entry.

Inhumane treatment will not be tolerated and will result in disqualification.

Entries must be made in the horses registered name. Photo copies of both the front and back of the registration papers and copies of the NAERIC certificate must accompany entry.

All horses will be scanned for their microchip number. If the microchip number cannot be found, horses will be inspected to make sure that they match their registration identification papers. If they do not match they will be disqualified.

Entries must be made in the horses registered name. Photo copies of both the front and back of the registration papers and copies of the NAERIC certificate must accompany entry.

Inhumane treatment will not be tolerated and will result in disqualification.

Entries must be made in the horses registered name. Photo copies of both the front and back of the registration papers and copies of the NAERIC certificate must accompany entry.

All horses will be scanned for their microchip number. If the microchip number cannot be found, horses will be inspected to make sure that they match their registration identification papers. If they do not match they will be disqualified.

Entries must be made in the horses registered name. Photo copies of both the front and back of the registration papers and copies of the NAERIC certificate must accompany entry.

Inhumane treatment will not be tolerated and will result in disqualification.

Entries must be made in the horses registered name. Photo copies of both the front and back of the registration papers and copies of the NAERIC certificate must accompany entry.

All horses will be scanned for their microchip number. If the microchip number cannot be found, horses will be inspected to make sure that they match their registration identification papers. If they do not match they will be disqualified.

Entries must be made in the horses registered name. Photo copies of both the front and back of the registration papers and copies of the NAERIC certificate must accompany entry.

Inhumane treatment will not be tolerated and will result in disqualification.

Entries must be made in the horses registered name. Photo copies of both the front and back of the registration papers and copies of the NAERIC certificate must accompany entry.

All horses will be scanned for their microchip number. If the microchip number cannot be found, horses will be inspected to make sure that they match their registration identification papers. If they do not match they will be disqualified.

Entries must be made in the horses registered name. Photo copies of both the front and back of the registration papers and copies of the NAERIC certificate must accompany entry.

Inhumane treatment will not be tolerated and will result in disqualification.

Entries must be made in the horses registered name. Photo copies of both the front and back of the registration papers and copies of the NAERIC certificate must accompany entry.

All horses will be scanned for their microchip number. If the microchip number cannot be found, horses will be inspected to make sure that they match their registration identification papers. If they do not match they will be disqualified.

Entries must be made in the horses registered name. Photo copies of both the front and back of the registration papers and copies of the NAERIC certificate must accompany entry.

Inhumane treatment will not be tolerated and will result in disqualification.

Entries must be made in the horses registered name. Photo copies of both the front and back of the registration papers and copies of the NAERIC certificate must accompany entry.

All horses will be scanned for their microchip number. If the microchip number cannot be found, horses will be inspected to make sure that they match their registration identification papers. If they do not match they will be disqualified.

Entries must be made in the horses registered name. Photo copies of both the front and back of the registration papers and copies of the NAERIC certificate must accompany entry.

Inhumane treatment will not be tolerated and will result in disqualification.

Entries must be made in the horses registered name. Photo copies of both the front and back of the registration papers and copies of the NAERIC certificate must accompany entry.

All horses will be scanned for their microchip number. If the microchip number cannot be found, horses will be inspected to make sure that they match their registration identification papers. If they do not match they will be disqualified.

Entries must be made in the horses registered name. Photo copies of both the front and back of the registration papers and copies of the NAERIC certificate must accompany entry.

Inhumane treatment will not be tolerated and will result in disqualification.

Entries must be made in the horses registered name. Photo copies of both the front and back of the registration papers and copies of the NAERIC certificate must accompany entry.

All horses will be scanned for their microchip number. If the microchip number cannot be found, horses will be inspected to make sure that they match their registration identification papers. If they do not match they will be disqualified.

Entries must be made in the horses registered name. Photo copies of both the front and back of the registration papers and copies of the NAERIC certificate must accompany entry.

Inhumane treatment will not be tolerated and will result in disqualification.

Entries must be made in the horses registered name. Photo copies of both the front and back of the registration papers and copies of the NAERIC certificate must accompany entry.

All horses will be scanned for their microchip number. If the microchip number cannot be found, horses will be inspected to make sure that they match their registration identification papers. If they do not match they will be disqualified.

Entries must be made in the horses registered name. Photo copies of both the front and back of the registration papers and copies of the NAERIC certificate must accompany entry.

Inhumane treatment will not be tolerated and will result in disqualification.

Entries must be made in the horses registered name. Photo copies of both the front and back of the registration papers and copies of the NAERIC certificate must accompany entry.

All horses will be scanned for their microchip number. If the microchip number cannot be found, horses will be inspected to make sure that they match their registration identification papers. If they do not match they will be disqualified.

Entries must be made in the horses registered name. Photo copies of both the front and back of the registration papers and copies of the NAERIC certificate must accompany entry.

Inhumane treatment will not be tolerated and will result in disqualification.

Entries must be made in the horses registered name. Photo copies of both the front and back of the registration papers and copies of the NAERIC certificate must accompany entry.

All horses will be scanned for their microchip number. If the microchip number cannot be found, horses will be inspected to make sure that they match their registration identification papers. If they do not match they will be disqualified.

Entries must be made in the horses registered name. Photo copies of both the front and back of the registration papers and copies of the NAERIC certificate must accompany entry.

Inhumane treatment will not be tolerated and will result in disqualification.
Futurity Race

NAERIC Barrel$ of Ca$h Futurity Race

4th barrel futurity run
1st run Thursday 4 p.m.
2nd run Friday afternoon
$9,000.00 purse

NAERIC Barrel$ of Ca$h $take Race
Thursday Oct 27th 4 p.m.
foals born between 2008-2010 eligible
$1,000.00 added

1st Annual Barrel$ of Ca$h
Open Jackpot
Friday October 28th  12 p.m.
Capped at 100 entries
$1,000.00 added

MBRA SANCTIOINED
LOT 1 - COLT  
ReZoomer  

DATE OF BIRTH: April 19, 2016  
COLOR: Bay  
REG NO.: 5736417  
CONSIGNOR: K & J Bridgeman (Kevin & Julie)  

SHAZOOM  
TAKIN ON THE CASH  
KEEP ON SHINING  
SECRET ZOOM  
MEXICAN SECRET  
JODY O TOOLE  
RUNAWAY SECRET  
SONITAS REYSON  
SONITAS LAST  
REINA REY RED  
LEOLEE REYSON  
LEOLEE JACK TWO  
BARON JACk TWO  
JACKIE LEOLEE  

GOOD LOOKING BAY COLT WITH LOTS OF POWER AND EYE APPEAL. THIS COLT IS THE PERFECT CROSS OF RUNNING BRED ON COWBRED. THE SONITA REYSON HORSES ARE MAKING THEIR MARK AROUND THE BARREL PATTERN AND IN THE ROPING PEN. SECRET ZOOM IS A MONEY EARNING HEAD HORSE AND HAS HIS ROM IN RACING. SECRET ZOOM IS CBHI NOMINATED.

LOT 2 - FILLY  
DF DESERT FROST  

DATE OF BIRTH: MAY 09 2016  
COLOR: BAY  
REG NO.: 5734464  
CONSIGNOR: D5 PERFORMANCE HORSES  

SUNFROST  
DOCS JACK FROST  
PRISSY CLINE  
PC SIR AZURE FROST  
BUNNY BET  
NEW DECADE  
DOUBLES FIRST  
THE DESERT JEWEL  
BEDUINO  
DENIM N DIAMONDS  
DSK DESERT DIAMOND  
VITOROETTA  
VITTORO  
RACY ROYALE  

DESCRIPTION: PC SIR AZURE FROST PRODUCER OF 1D AND RODEO MONEY EARNING BARREL HORSES. SUNNY HAS PRODUCED AAA AS WELL AS MONEY EARNERS IN THE ROPING AND STEER WRESTLING ARENA. BSK DESERT DIAMOND RECORDED A SPEED INDEX OF 86. VERSITILE FILLY CBHI SUPER STEAKS ELIGIBLE. NAERIC ENROLLED. WWW.D5QHORSES.COM
LOT 3 - STALLION
DACS CRIME AT NIGHT

DATE OF BIRTH: APRIL 25, 2016  COLOR: BUCKSKIN  REG NO.: 5731368
CONSIGNOR: DAC FARMS

CRIMEWAVE  FIRST DOWN DASH
STREAKIN CRIME  ANHERIA
HEAVENLY Dasher  DASHING LA JOLLA
DOUBLE JAC MOON  GLITTER GALORE
DACs LAZER LITA  JACS LITTLE LENA
BLUE ROSALITA  MY SUNDAY

DESCRIPTION: PRETTY BUCKSKIN STALLION!!
CRIMEWAVE HAS Sired MULTIPLE FUTURITY, DERBY CHAMPIONS AND A NFR QUALIFIER!! DAM SIDE GOES BACK TO MY SUNDAY MOON 2X CCA RUNNER-UP AND 2X MRCA CHAMPION AND DAM OF BIDS OF LAZER AKA WILLIE SBRA CHAMPION AND CCA AND MRCA MONEY EARNER. DOUBLE JAC MOON (DUDE) ALSO WAS A RODEO MONEY EARNER

LOT 4 - COLT
HESA RIO PISTOL

DATE OF BIRTH: APRIL 27, 2016  COLOR: BUCKSKIN  REG NO.: 5730141
CONSIGNOR: K & R STUART

TWO PAGE PISTOL  RIBBON PAGE
TWO PAGE ICEMAN  TWO FOX HOLLY
HEIDI CHICK  THREE DUBLOONS
ZIPS RIO DUN  MEMORIES SUNSET
MY ZIPPER DUN GLOW  THREE DIMENSION ZIP
THIS ZIPPER GLOWS  TARDYS WANDER WOMAN
MR HOLLYEOD ZIPPER  LIGHTLEEZIP

LOT 5 - COLT
MONEYS CASH PERKS

DATE OF BIRTH: MAY 18, 2016  COLOR: SORREL  REG NO.: 5736419
CONSIGNOR: BRIDGEMAN LAND & LIVESTOCK

ON THE MONEY RED  BENWIE’S BIG RED
MRH FANCY MONEY  DOLLY PRIEST
REGAL FANCY FAVORIT  REGAL RACER JET
MC QUE PAZA  MISTY SCOOTER MAX
WHATA SPECIAL PERK  QUE PAZA DOC
WHOTTA ONE  HURRICANE JAMAICA
DASH FOR PERKS  WHATA SPECIAL CHICK

DESCRIPTION: WELL BUILT ATHLETIC COLT. TAKE A LOOK AT HIS PEDIGREE. ON THE MONEY RED AND DASH FOR PERKS ARE MILLION DOLLAR BARREL HORSE SIRE’S. THROW IN SOME PEPPY SAN BADGER AND YOU HAVE THE POTENTIAL FOR A WINNER. ATHLETIC COLT. NAERIC ADVANTAGE ENROLLED. CBHI ELIGIBLE. www.bridgemanhorses.com

LOT 6 - FILLY
SECRET JACKIE

DATE OF BIRTH: APRIL 26, 2016  COLOR: BAY  REG NO.: PENDING
CONSIGNOR: K & J BRIDGEMAN (KEVIN & JULIE)

SHAZOOM  TAKIN ON THE CASH
SECRET ZOOM  KEEP ON SHINING
MEXICAN SECRET  JODY O TOOLE
SONITAS REYSON  RUNWAY SECRET
LEOLEE REY  SONITA LAST
LEOLEE JACK TWO  REINA REY RED
BARON JACK TWO  JACKIE LEOLEE

DESCRIPTION: BIG PRETTY FILLY THAT WILL BE A CONTENDER IN THIS EVENT. NICE ROPE HORSE FUTURITY PROSPECT AS WELL. SONITA REYSON IS THE SIRE TO “SCOOTER” WHO IS MAKING A MARK IN THE BARREL ARENA AND “SPIDER”, ONE OF JUSTIN’S TIE DOWN HORSES THAT TOOK HIM TO THE SEMI FINALS OF THE AMERICAN IN FORT WORTH TEXAS. SECRET ZOOM IS A MONEY EARNING HEAD HORSE AND HE HAS HIS ROM IN RACING. SECRET ZOOM IS CBHI NOMINATED.
LOT 7 - FILLY
DF BETTING ON MAGIC

DATE OF BIRTH: MAY 4, 2016  COLOR: SORREL  REG NO.: 5734456

CONSIGNOR: D5 PERFORMANCE HORSE

NO SECRETS HERE si 104  FIRST DOWN CASH
KK SECRET MAGIC si 98
MAGIC PERRY si 81
PC SIR AZURE FROST
TCR MISS DOC FROST
DOCS OAK SUGAR
MISSUS GOT A ROCKET

DESCRIPTION: FIRST FOAL CROP FOR THIS STALLION. MAGIC HAS A
SPEED INDEX OF 98 AND AAA 3 OUT OF 4 RACES, AN INJURY ENDED
HIS RACING CAREER. HIS SIRE NO SECRETS HERE SI 104 ALL
AMERICAN FUTURITY LEADING 2 CROP SIRE AND OUT OF A
DAUGHTER OF MR JESS PERRY. ON THE BOTTOM THIS FILLY'S DAM IS
BY PC SIR AZURE FROST WHO HAS PRODUCED AAA RUNNERS
HIMSELF AS WELL AS 1D AND RODEO MONEY EARNERS IN THE
BARREL, STEER WRESTLING, AND ROPING ARENAS. BLOODLINES
ALSO INCLUDE SUNFROST LEADING BARREL HORSE SIRE AS WELL AS
THE VERSATILITY OF DOCS OAK. CBHI ELIGIBLE NAERIC ENROLLED
WWW.D5QHORSES.COM

LOT 8 - MARE
MY SECRET CHARM

DATE OF BIRTH: MAY 8, 2016  COLOR: BAY  REG NO.: 5731366

CONSIGNOR: DAC FARMS

JACS LITTLE LENA  DOLLS UNION JAC
DOUBLE JAC MOON  LITTLE FANNYOLENA
MY SUNDAY MOON  LATE MOON
DACS RED DANCER  MY SADBIRD
DACS RED N ROCKIN  MR RED ROCK LEO BAR
TRI J ROCKY OAK  DANCER TEE JAY
OKIE SAN LEE  SHEZA ROUGH ROCK

DESCRIPTION: CHECK OUT THE PEDIGREE ON THIS
FILLY!!MY SUNDAY MOON 2X MRCA CHAMPION 2X CCA
RUNNER-UP AND DAM OF BIDS OF LAZER(WILLIE) SBRA
CHAMPION MRCA 2X RUNNER-UP CHAMPION AND CCA
AND MRCA RODEO MONEY EARNER. MR RED ROCK LEO
BAR(RED) OWNED BY JACQUELINE ROOKES MRCA
CHAMPION AND MULTIPLE CCA FINALIST
LOT 10 - FILLY
SWEETEYESONTHEMONEY

DATE OF BIRTH: MARCH 28, 2016  COLOR: BLACK  REG NO.: 5735096
CONSIGNOR: BRIDGEMAN LAND & LIVESTOCK

MR EYE OPENER  DASH FOR CASH
BRAYS EYE FULL  DEAWEE
BRYS FIRST LADY  FIRST DOWN KELLY
MRH FANCY MONEY  BRAYS REAL LADY
SWEET ON THE MONEY  ON THE MONEY RED
MITOS SWEET CIN  REGAL FANCY FAVORITE
MITOS PERFECTION  CIN GIN BAY MEADOW

DESCRIPTION: PRETTY BLACK FILLY BUILT TO RUN. SHE HAS A VERY IMPRESSIVE PEDIGREE. MR EYE OPENER SI 106 IS ONE OF THE ALL TIME LEADING SIRES OF MONEY EARNERS WITH OVER 25 MILLION IN EARNINGS. ON THE MONEY RED SI 103 WAS A LEADING SIRE OF BARREL HORSES. THEY HAVE THE REPUTATION FOR BEING INTELLIGENT, FAST, WITH A LOT OF HEART. WITH THIS COMBINATION THIS FILLY WILL MAKE AN EXCEPTIONAL BARREL HORSE. NAERIC ADVANTAGE ENROLLED. CBHI ELIGIBLE. www.bridgemanhorses.com
LOT 11 - COLT
SECRET ZOOM

DATE OF BIRTH: MAY 2, 2016       COLOR: SORREL       REG NO.: PENDNG
CONSIGNOR: K & J BRIDGEMAN (KEVIN & JULIE)

SHAZOOM AQHA          TAKIN ON THE CASH
SECRET ZOOM AQHA       KEEP ON SHINING
MEXICAN SECRET        JODY O TOOLE
BULLY BULLION AQHA     RUNAWAY SECRET

CASH TRANSACTIONS
CASH BLUES            ROLL THE CASH AQHA
SHAVANO’S BLUES

DESCRIPTION: THIS COLT IS BRED TO RUN. CASH TRANSACTION IS AN OWN DAUGHTER OF NOTED RUNNING SIRE-BULLY BULLION AND OUT OF CASH BLUES WHO HAD A SPEED INDEX OF 105. SECRET ZOOM HAS HIS ROM IN RACING AND IS A MONEY EARNER IN TEAM ROPING EVENTS. THIS IS A SUPER GOOD MINDED STALLION THAT LIKES TO DO HIS JOB. THIS COLT HAS JUST ENOUGH COLOR TO SAY HE IS AN APPALOOSA…

LOT 12 - COLT
DF FROSTY SECRETS

DATE OF BIRTH: MAY 03, 2016       COLOR: SORREL       REG NO.: 5734460
CONSIGNOR: D5 PERFORMANCE HORSES

NO SECRETS HERE si 104            FIRST DOWN DASH si 105
KK SECRET MAGIC si 98             DICEY SECRET si 95
MAGIC PERRY si 81                  MR JESS PERRY si 113
PC DOUBLE FROST                    THE MAGIC MOSQUITO
DF DBLE FROSTED SUN                SUNFROST
SKIP N JANGLES                     FROSTY MIS LEO
NU SKIPS SCAMPE

DESCRIPTION: FANCY STOUT COLT BY KK SECRET MAGIC AND OUT OF A SUNFROST BRED MARE. ONCE AGAIN HERE ARE THE BLOODLINES OF RACE WINNERS AND MONEY EARNERS IN BARREL RACING. CBHI ELIGIBLE AND NAERIC ENROLLED CHECK HIM OUT AT
WWW.D5QHORSES.COM
LOT 13 - MARE
DACS CONS GOLD RUSH

DATE OF BIRTH: MAY 8, 2016  COLOR: BUCKSKIN  REG NO.: 5731367
CONSIGNOR: DAC FARMS

CRIMEWAVE  FIRST DOWN DASH
STREAKING CRIME  ANTERIA
HEAVENLY DASHER  DASHING LA JOLLA
APACHE GOLD RUSH  GLITTER GALORE
AGILE BLACKBURN
APACHES LIGHT PEPPER
SQ GOLDEN PRINCESS
SQ MISS SNITTY  SNIFTERS BOY
KANSAS CAT MISS

DESCRIPTION: CHECK OUT THIS PRETTY AND CORRECT BUCKSKIN FILLY. HER PEDIGREE SPEAKS FOR ITSELF WITH CRIMEWAVE WHO HAS SIRED MULTIPLE FUTURITY, DERBY CHAMPIONS AND A NFR QUALIFIER!! DAMS PEDIGREE GOES BACK TO THE GREAT KANSAS CAT HORSE.

LOC 14 - COLT
RIO THREE D ICEMAN

DATE OF BIRTH: JUNE 3, 2016  COLOR: BUCKSKIN  REG NO.: X0723151
CONSIGNOR: K & R STUART

RI RIO THREE D ICEMAN  RIBBON PAGE
TWO PAGE PISTOL  TWO FOX HOLLY

TWO PAGE ICEMAN  THREE DUBLOONS
HEIDI CHICK  MEMORIES SUNSET

ZIPS RIO DUN  THREE DIMENSIONS ZIP
THE RIO THREE D  TARDYS WANDER WOMAN

ECHO THREE BELLS  GOLDEN ECHO BAR
CHARO VITTORO

DESCRIPTION: PLEASE CHECK OUR WEBSITE FOR A PICTURE & EXTENDED WRITE-UP FOR THIS COLT – WWW.KRSTUART.COM
“ECHO THREE BELLS” - IS A FULL SIBLING TO “ECHO THREE OHS” – THE SIRE OF THE 2013 BARRELS OF CASH FUTURITY WINNER. “ZIPS RIO DUN” IS A 16HH DUN, PRODUCER OF OFFSPRING WITH EARNINGS OF OVER $21,000. HIS FIRST BARRELS OF CASH ENTRY EARNED MONEY IN 2014. THIS VERY ATTRACTIVE DARK GOLD BUCKSKIN APPENDIX COLT HAS A PEDIGREE THAT “WORKS” & “WORKS” FOR YOU – MAKE HIM INTO WHATEVER YOU WANT. HE’LL TRY FOR YOU FOREVER. HE IS NAERIC NOMINATED
LOT 15 - COLT
FANCY BUGS ALIVE

DATE OF BIRTH: APRIL 4, 2016
CONSIGNOR: BRIDGEMAN LAND & LIVESTOCK
REG NO.: 5735099

COLOR: BAY

ON THE MONEY RED
MRH FANCY MONEY
REGAL FANCY FAVORITE
MITOS PERFECTION
MITOS SPECIAL BUG
KSC BUGS ALIVE

DESCRIPTION: WELL BUILT ATHLETIC COLT. HE WILL MAKE AN ARENA HORSE. MRH FANCY MONEY'S OFFSPRING ARE PROVING THEMSELVES IN THE BARREL PEN AND THE ROPE ARENA. MITOS SPECIAL BUG IS A FULL SISTER TO KELSEY WHEELER'S BELLA. ACT ALIVE IS Sired BY BUGS ALIVE IN 75. WELL BRED COLT THAT WILL RIDE. NAERIC ADVANTAGE ENROLLED. CBHI ELIGIBLE. WWW.BRIDGEMANHORSES.COM

DATE OF BIRTH: APRIL 29, 2016
CONSIGNOR: K & J BRIDGEMAN (KEVIN & JULIE)
REG NO.: PENDING

COLOR: SORREL

SHAZOOM
SECRET ZOOM
MEXICAN SECRET
SONITAS REYSON
SONITA LEOLEE
LEOLEE JACK TWO

DESCRIPTION: POWERFUL SORREL COLT THAT IS BUILT RIGHT TO BE A GREAT PERFORMER. RUN BARRELS ON HIM, ROPE SOME STEERS…YOU JUST HAVE TO DECIDE WHICH WAY TO GO WITH HIM. SONITA REYSON IS THE SIRE TO "SCOOTER" WHO IS MAKING A MARK IN THE BARREL ARENA AND "SPIDER", ONE OF JUSTIN'S TIE DOWN HORSES THAT TOOK HIM TO THE SEMI FINALS OF THE AMERICAN IN FORT WORTH TEXAS. SECRET ZOOM IS A MONEY EARNING HEAD HORSE AND HE HAS HIS ROM IN RACING. SECRET ZOOM IS CBHI NOMINATED
LOT 17 - FILLY  
DF GENUINE DASH  

DATE OF BIRTH: MAY 18, 2016  
CONSIGNOR: D5 PERFORMANCE HORSES  
COLOR: BAY  
REG NO.: 5734467  

FISHERS DASH SI 94  
TAKE N DASH  
EFFORTLESS TAKE  
DOCS EDITOR  
MISSYS DART  

DATE OF BIRTH: MAY 18, 2016  
CONSIGNOR: D5 PERFORMANCE HORSES  
COLOR: BAY  
REG NO.: 5734467  

DESCRIPTION: THIS FILLY CARRIES THE BLOODLINES OF SOME GREAT RUNNING HORSES. TAKE N DASH PRODUCES GREAT MINDED FOALS THAT ARE ATHLETIC AND WILLING. ON THE BOTTOM THIS FILLY'S DAM IS BY DOCS EDITOR BY GENUINE DOC THIS FILLY WILL GIVE YOU A GREAT BALANCE OF RUN AND COW SHOULD MAKE A GREAT BARREL PROSPECT. NAERIC ENROLLED WWW.D5QHORSES.COM

LOT 18 - COLT  
DACS ROMANCIN SILVER  

DATE OF BIRTH: MAY 15, 2016  
CONSIGNOR: DAC FARMS  
COLOR: GRAY  
REG NO.: X0722787  

ROMANCIN TIME  
RCW CLASSICAL ROMEO  
QUINTESSENTIAL BUG  
DOLLS DOUBLE JAC  
DACS JAC Y LAZER  
LAZER Y LEE COYOTE  

DATE OF BIRTH: MAY 15, 2016  
CONSIGNOR: DAC FARMS  
COLOR: GRAY  
REG NO.: X0722787  

DESCRIPTION: PRETTY GREY STALLION, Sired by the same RCW CLASSICAL ROMEO who sired the futurity winner last year ridden by Shauna Peters. Goes back to Bugs Alive '75 on the SIRES PEDIGREE and Rodeo Barrel Racing winners on the DAMS SIDE. DOUBLE JAC MOON(DUDE) Rodeo Money Earner and my SUNDAY MOON 2X CCA Runner up and 2X CCA Runner up. DAM DACS JAC Y LAZER is a full sister to our son Matt Campbell's Team Roping Mare Baby. 2015 MHSRA Heeling Horse of the Year.
LOT 19 - COLT
EASY ON THE ICE MAN

DATE OF BIRTH: MAY 7, 2016  COLOR: BUCKSKIN  REG NO.: 5736401
CONSIGNOR: K & R STUART

TWO PAGE PISTOL  RIBBON PAGE
TWO PAGE ICEMAN  TWO FOX HOLLY
HEIDI CHICK  THREE DUBLONGS
MR HOLLYWOOD ZIPPER  MEMORIES SUNSET
LAND BEFORE ZIPPERS  ZIPO PINE BAR
ALAMITOS EASY ECHO  SONNYS FLIRT
GOLDEN ECHO BAR  TEAMAT

DESCRIPTION: PLEASE CHECK OUR WEBSITE FOR A PICTURE & EXTENDED WRITE-UP FOR THIS FILLY – WWW.KRSTUART.COM CLICK ON FOALS/ THEN CLICK ON THE STALLION NAME “TWO PAGE ICEMAN”/ THEN HER NAME. YOU CAN FIND A PICTURE OF THE SIRE “TWO PAGE ICEMAN” UNDER THE STALLION SECTION & A PICTURE OF THE DAM UNDER THE MARE SECTION.

THIS Filly HAS A POWERHOUSE BUTT ON HER AND A STRONG LOIN – SHE SHOULD BE AGILE AND QUICK. THERE IS A SUPERIOR IN RACING AND A RACE ROM FOUND ON THE BOTTOM SIDE. SHE HAS A LOT OF CURIOSITY (ALWAYS FOLLOWING US AROUND – TRYING TO PULL STUFF OFF THE QUAD.) SHE IS NAERIC Nominated.

LOT 20 - COLT
FAST EYE FULL

DATE OF BIRTH: APRIL 01, 2016  COLOR: SORREL  REG NO.: 5735098
CONSIGNOR: BRIDGEMAN LAND & LIVESTOCK

MR. EYE OPENER  DASH FOR CASH
BRAYS EYE FULL  BEDAWEE
BRAYS FIRST LADY  FIRST DOWN KELLY
MITOS PERFECTION  BRAYS REAL LADY
SHEZA FAST MITO  MITO CODY
KSC BUGS ALIVE  PALS HOT SHOT
GUNRUnner SONNY  ACT ALive

DESCRIPTION: ATHLETIC COLT WITH A GREAT DISPOSITION. BRAYS EYE FULL HAS SIRED 1D BARREL HORSES. MITOS PERFECTION HAS SIRED POINT EARNERS IN A VARIETY OF EVENTS, AND GOES BACK TO MITO PAINT. MR. EYE OPENER HAS SIRED RACE WINNERS, BARREL HORSES, AND STEER WRESTLING HORSES. NAERIC ADVANTAGE ENROLLED. CBHI ELIGIBLE. WWW.BRIDGEMANHORSES.COM
LOT 21 - FILLY
SECRET ZOOM
SHAIZOOM
TAKIN ON THE CASH
KEEP ON SHINING
SECRET ZOOM
MEXICAN SECRET
JODY O TOOLE
RUNAWAY SECRET
SOLANOS PEPPY SAN
PEPPY SAN BADGER
DEBS SOLANO
FOREVER TWISTIN
TWO EYED TINKY TWO
TWO EYED TWISTER
MISS MIGHTY YAKI
DESCRIPTION: SECRET ZOOM IS A GOOD MINDED ROM RACE EARNER THAT IS A MONEY EARNER IN THE TEAM ROPING EVENTS. FOREVER TWISTIN IS A OWN DAUGHTER OF SOLANO'S PEPPY SAN. A NOTED REINER AND COWHORSE WHO HAS SIREBARREL HORSES AS WELL. THIS FILLY HAS A LOT OF POTENTIAL IN THE RODEO ARENA AS A BARREL HORSE AND / OR A ROPE HORSE…YOU DECIDE.

LOT 22 - COLT
DF JESS ALIL MAGIC
NO SECRETS HERE SI 104
FIRST DOWN DASH SI 105
DICEY SECRET SI95
KK SECRET MAGIC SI98
MAGIC PERRY SI 81
MR JESS PERRY SI 113
THE MAGIC MOSQUITO
CER JESS BE NIMBLE SI96
MR JESS PERRY SI 113
PAINTED BUG SI 113
JESS BE ROCKIN
SDCC WOODYS GOOTA GO
WILY WOODDRIFTER
GOTTA GO VAN EM
DESCRIPTION: WITH THIS COLTS BLOODLINES HE SHOULD BE A SERIOUS CONTENDER. LOTS OF SPEED HORSES IN HIS PEDIGREE, WITH A BIT OF WILY WOOD THROWN IN THIS COLT IS BRED AND BUILT TO BE AN ATHLETE. CBHI ELIGIBLE NAERIC ENROLLED CHECK HIM OUT. WWW.D5QHORSES.COM
LOT 23 - FILLY
DAC FARMS (DUNCAN CAMPBELL AND CATHY GERRAND)

DATE OF BIRTH: MAY 29, 2016  COLOR: BAY  REG NO.: PENDING
CONSIGNOR: DAC FARMS (DUNCAN CAMPBELL AND CATHY GERRAND)

FRENCHMANS GUY  SUNFROST  FRENCHMANS LADY
FRENCHMANS FEATURE  MISS BIG FEATURE
MISS BIG FEATURE  ALAMITO FEATURE  MISS BIG BITE
DOUBLE JAC MOON  JACS LITTLE LENA  MY SUNDAY MOON
DACS MISS LAZER JANE
SQ MISS SNITTY  SNITTERS BOY  KANSAS CAT MISS

DESCRIPTION: CHECK OUT THIS BAY FILLY!!! HALF SISTER TO TAYLOR JACOBS HORSE HONOR THY FRENCHMAN (BO) THE CURRENT NATIONAL FINALS RODEO ARENA RECORD HOLDER IN BARREL RACING. DAMS SIDE GOES BACK TO MY SUNDAY MOON 2X MRCA CHAMPION, DAM OF BIDS OF LAZER MRCA 2X RUNNER-UP AND SBRA CHAMPION. DOUBLE JAC MOONS COLTS WERE FIRST AND THIRD IN THE DERBY AT LAST YEAR'S BARRELS OF CASH DERBY.

LOT 24 - FILLY
PUT THE MONEY ON ICE

DATE OF BIRTH: MAY 23, 2016  COLOR: BUCKSKIN  REG NO.: 5733647
CONSIGNOR: K & R STUART

TWO PAGE PISTOL  RIBBON PAGE  TWO FOX HOLLY
TWO PAGE ICEMAN  HEIDI CHICK
THREE DUBLOONS  MEMORIES SUNSET
TO CUTE FO RIO MONEY  three dimension zip  TARDYS WANDER WOMAN
MOSLY IN THE MONEY  DOC O MOS  ITS ONLY MONEY


THIS IS AN EXTREMELY FEMININE FILLY WITH THAT LIGHT BUTTERMILK BUCKSKIN COLOR – SUPER ATTRACTIVE & BALANCED FILLY. THIS LINE OF HORSES ARE EXCELLENT MOVERS AND ARE VERY SOUND – GREAT FUTURITY HORSES. SHE’S NAERIC ENROLLED, SO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE EXTRA PAY-OUTS AT SANCTIONED EVENTS.
LOT 25 - FILLY  
EYE OPEN FOR MONEY  

DATE OF BIRTH: MAY 8, 2016  
COLOR: SORREL  
REG NO.: 57363902  
CONSIGNOR: BRIDGEMAN LAND & LIVESTOCK LTD.  

DESCRIPTION: TAKE A LOOK AT THIS FILLY AND HER PEDIGREE. MR. EYE OPENER IS A LEADING SIRE OF MONEY EARNERS OF $25 MILLION . ON THE MONEY RED AND DASH FOR CASH, TWO OF THE ALL TIME LEADING BARREL HORSE SIRES ARE IN THIS FILLIES PEDIGREE. ADD IN THE GREAT ARENA HORSE SIRE WILYWOOD AND YOU WILL HAVE A CONTENDER. NAERIC ADVANTAGE ENROLLED AND CBHI ELIGIBLE. WWW.BRIDGEMANHORSES.COM

LOT 26 - FILLY  
DARK DZIGN  

DATE OF BIRTH: APRIL 24, 2016  
COLOR: BAY  
REG NO.: PENDING  
CONSIGNOR: K & J BRIDGEMAN (KEVIN & JULIE)  

DESCRIPTION: SOMETHING DIFFERENT…SOMETHING COOL. BAY FILLY Sired BY AN OWN SON OF GALLO DEL CIELO…GALLO DEL CIELO IS A FULL BROTHER TO PADDY’S IRISH WHISKEY, GRAY’S STARLIGHT….NEED I SAY MORE. THEN ADD A BIT OF REINING BREEDING WITH HOLLYWOOD DUN IT JUST TO ADD TO THE “TURN” PART. DARKELLY HAS A SPEED INDEX OF 110 AND IS THE SIRE TO KELLIE’S CHICK WHO RAN AND WON AT THE NFR. I THINK THIS FILLY HAS THE “BURN” PART IN HER PEDIGREE AS WELL.
LOT 27 - FILLY
DF JESS PERRY DASH
DATE OF BIRTH: APRIL 29, 2016  COLOR: BAY  REG NO.: 5734461
CONSIGNOR: D5 PERFORMANCE HORSES

NO SECRETS HERE si 104
KK SECRET MAGIC si98
MAGIC PERRY si 81
PC DOUBLE FROST
COLONEL JACKIE FROST
PEP HER UP

FIRST DOWN DASH si 105
DICEY SECRET si 113
MR JESS PERRY si 113
SUNFROST
ECHO COUNTRY O LEA

DESCRIPTION: TAKE A LOOK AT THIS FANCY BAY FILLY WITH THE RIGHT COMBINATION OF SPEED AND COW HORSE. CONSISTENT MONEY EARNERS IN HER BLOODLINES TOP AND BOTTOM. THIS FILLY IS THE WHOLE PACKAGE. CBHI ELIGIBLE NAERIC ENROLLED WWW.D5QHORSES.COM

LOT 28 - MARE
DACS LAZER DOLLY
DATE OF BIRTH: JUNE 8, 2016  COLOR: BAY  REG NO.: 5739865
CONSIGNOR: DAC FARMS

JACS LITTLE LENA
DOUBLE JAC MOON
MY SUNDAY MOON
TOMS SMOKEN DUKE
DACS DIXIE DOC
MJ DRY DOC DIXIE

DOLLS UNION JACK
LATE MOON
POCO TOMS SMOKE
DOC CONTINENTAL
LITTLE FANNY OLENA
MY SADBIRD
DOLLY BORREGO
DRY DOC OLIVE

DESCRIPTION: NICE BAY FILLY. HER SIRE DOUBLE JAC MOON IS A RODEO MONEY EARNER. HE ALSO SIRED THE 1ST AND 3RD PLACE BARRELS OF CASH DERBY WINNERS FROM 2015. MY SUNDAY MOON IS A 2X MRCA CHAMPION 2X CCA RUNNER-UP AND DAM OF BIDS OF LAZER(WILLIE) SBRA CHAMPION MRCA 2X RUNNER-UP CHAMPION AND CCA AND MRCA RODEO MONEY EARNER.
LOT 29 - COLT
OH AN ICEMAN

DATE OF BIRTH: APRIL 28, 2016  COLOR: BUCKSKIN  REG NO.: X0722684
CONSIGNOR: K & R STUART

DESCRIPTION: PLEASE CHECK OUR WEBSITE FOR A PICTURE & EXTENDED WRITE-UP FOR THIS COLT – WWW.KRSTUART.COM “VITTORO SECURES IT” - A DAUGHTER OF “ECHO THREE OHS” – SIRE OF THE 2013 BARRELS OF CASH FUTURITY WINNER. “GOLDEN ECHO BAR” – LEADING MATERNAL SIRE OF 50/50 MONEY EARNING HORSES & RENOWN FOR HIS MATERNAL SIRING ABILITY (OVER $100,000. IN EARNINGS) & THE QUALITY OF MIND & TRAINABILITY THAT HIS GENETICS CONTRIBUTE. HER DAM HAS PRODUCED 2 50/50 WINNERS & $16,000. IN EARNINGS.

AN AQHA BUCKSKIN COLT WITH AN AMAZING PEDIGREE & VERY CALM ATTITUDE TO GO WITH ALL THAT LEG. ANYONE WILL REALLY APPRECIATE & ENJOY WORKING WITH THIS GIRAFFE; I LIKE HIM, BUT BE PREPARED - I THINK HE’S GOING TO BE TALL. HE’S NAERIC NOMINATED SO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE ADDED MONEY PAYOUTS.

LOT 30 - COLT
MY EYES ON THE MONEY

DATE OF BIRTH: APRIL 21, 2016  COLOR: SORREL  REG NO.: 5735287
CONSIGNOR: BRIDGEMAN LAND & LIVESTOCK

DESCRIPTION: ATHLETIC COLT THAT WILL GET THE JOB DONE. MRH FANCY MONEY HAS SIRED 1D BARREL HORSES, RODEO MONEY EARNERS AND FUTURITY WINNERS. BRAYS EYE FULL HAS ALSO SIRED 1D BARREL HORSES. WE ARE VERY EXCITED TO CROSS SOME OF BOOMERS MARES ON BRAYS EYE FULL. LOOKS LIKE A WINNING CROSS. NAERIC ADVANTAGE ENROLLED. CBHI ELIGIBLE.

WWW.BRIDGEMANHORSES.COM
LOT 31 - FILLY
FANCY SWEET CEDAR

DATE OF BIRTH: APRIL 9, 2016  COLOR: RED DUN  REG NO.: 5740367
CONSIGNOR: BRIDGEMAN LAND & LIVESTOCK

ON THE MONEY RED  BENNIE’S BIG RED  DOLLY PRIEST
MRH FANCY MONEY
REGAL FANCY FAVORITE  REGAL RACER JET  MISTY SCOOTER MAX
REGAL FANCY MONEY
MR JESS PERRY  STREAKIN LA JOLLA  SCOOPIE FEIN
SWEET CEDAR
CEDAR STYLE  MR. SUN O LENA  BADGER HANNA

DESCRIPTION: WELL BRED ATHLETIC FILLY. MRH FANCY MONEY IS A 1D BARREL HORSE AND THE SIRE OF 1D AND RODEO MONEY EARNERS. SWEET CEDAR IS ALSO A 1D AND RODEO MONEY EARNER. THIS IS A FILLY WITH THE POTENTIAL TO BE A GREAT BARREL HORSE. NAERIC ADVANTAGE ENROLLED. CBHI ELIGIBLE AND SUPER STAKES NOMINATED.  Www.bridgemanhorses.com
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NOTES

Shipping is just the beginning...

• Business Cards •
• Copying, Finishing & Printing •
• NCR Forms (carbonless) •
• Mailbox Services •
• Secure Document Shredding •
• Wide Format Printing •
• Domestic and International Shipping with UPS, DHL & Greyhound •

We’re in business to make business easier for you!

Stop by today and speak with Dave and Leah to see how we can help make your day easier!

The UPS Store

Unit 100 • 1300 18th St. • Brandon, MB R7A 6X7
Ph: (204) 728-9494 • Fax: (204) 725-4084
Email: store396@theupsstore.ca
www.theupsstore.ca/396
Home of the
MANITOBA RODEO FINALS

OCTOBER 26 - 29
BRANDON, MB KEYSTONE CENTRE

NAERIC BARRELS OF CASH PROSPECT SALE
MANITOBA’S LARGEST ALL BREEDS CATTLE SHOW
MANITOBA SUPERHORSE 50/50 SALE & FUTURITY
HAGAN PERFORMANCE & RANCH HORSE SALE

MFR TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE KEYSTONE CENTRE
AND ONLINE $20 & $10 FOR KIDS 6-12 YEARS

MANITOBAAAGEX.COM
Looking for a Competitive Advantage?

*Advantage*, n. Edge, upper-hand, superiority, success. The very qualities you can expect to find in many NAERIC horses - superior, world-class performers and proven winners.

As a bonus, the NAERIC *Advantage™* pays supplemental dollars to successful NAERIC horses at approved North American events. All NAERIC-registered horses are eligible for the NAERIC *Advantage™*. Visit www.naeric.org for complete information about the NAERIC *Advantage™*.

Ride a NAERIC horse - your competitive *Advantage*!